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February 21-22, 2014
The Harold G. Fox Moot
Osgoode Hall representatives
will be competing against law
students from across the country
in a moot intended to promote
the furtherance of education in
the intellectual property field.
Click for details.
February 26, 2014
India IP and Innovation Forum
Hosted by Managing Intellectual
Property and held in New Delhi,
this event will focus on the
complex position that India
occupies and how the variety of
issues and objectives that must
be considered as it develops its
IP regimes. Click for details.

Part 1: Transplanting the Canadian UGC Exception to Hong
Kong
February 6, 2014 by Peter Yu
In July 2013, the Hong Kong government conducted a public consultation on the

February 26, 2014
IP Career Panel
Hosted by Osgoode Hall's IP/IT
Club, this event plans to show
law students the variety of paths
a legal career can take within
the intellectual property field.
Event to be hosted in IKB Room
1001 from 12:30-2:30 pm.
February 28, 2014
Union Roundtable: Arbitration
of Patent Disputes
Hosted by Union-IP and held in
Munich, this event will allow
practitioners to hear from top
authorities and interact on the
important issues faced during
the arbitration of IP disputes.
Click for details.

treatment of parody under the copyright regime. Building on two earlier
consultations on digital copyright reform in December 2006 and April 2008, this
latest consultation identified three legislative options: (1) clarifying the threshold
for criminal copyright infringement; (2) introducing a specific criminal exemption
for parody, satire, caricature, pastiche or similar work; and (3) introducing a fair
dealing exception for these types of works.
Read more
Peter K. Yu, an affiliated scholar of IP Osgoode, holds the Kern Family Chair in
Intellectual Property Law at Drake University Law School in the United States.
Born and raised in Hong Kong, he serves as the general editor of The WIPO
Journal published by the World Intellectual Property Organization and chairs the
Committee on International Intellectual Property of the American Branch of the
International Law Association.
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"Meringue" is not an Ingredient in Lemon
Meringue Pie: Defining "Identical Medicinal
Ingredient"
February 3, 2014 by Corey McClary
February 14th, 2014
IP Osgoode Applications
Deadline Extended
IP Osgoode is looking for a
number of students to join the
IPilogue and the Innovation
Clinic. Click for details.

What do cooking and chemistry have in common? Apparently,
the former provides great analogies to explain the latter. Apotex
has recently applied for judicial review of a decision of the
Director General of the Therapeutic Products Derivative (TPD)
concerning its generic drug, Apo-Telmisartan. While several
issues were raised in the application, of particular interest was

April 25th, 2014
Osgoode-Toronto Junior
Faculty Forum - Call for
Papers
Hosted by Osgoode Hall Law
School and University of
Toronto, Faculty of Law. Junior
faculty at Canadian law faculties
are invited to submit papers for
presentation and discussion at
the Forum. Click for details.
June 30, 2014
IT.CAN Student Writing
Contest 2014
Held by the Canadian IT Law
Association, this competition is
open to students with
publishable papers in a suitable
IT/IP field. Click for details.

a debate over the definition of the term "identical medicinal
ingredients" in the Food and Drug Regulations (FDR)
(C.08.001.1).

Read more

Corey McClary is an IPilogue Editor and a JD Candidate at
Osgoode Hall Law School.

IP Intensive Program: Taking a Look Behind the
Wizard’s Curtain – A Semester at the Canadian
Intellectual Property Office
February 3, 2014 by Adam Del Gobbo

Off in the far-away land of our nation’s capital (actually, across
July 1, 2014
Canada's IP Writing Challenge
2014
The Intellectual Property
Institute of Canada (IPIC) and IP
Osgoode invite submissions
from law students, graduate
students, and professionals.
Click for details.

the river in Gatineau, Quebec, to be specific) exists a mystical
place. A building where applications are examined, rights are
granted, and hearings are heard. I spent the better part of a
semester at this office, and the experience I had there will
without a doubt assist me in becoming a better and more
compassionate lawyer in the future.

Read more

Adam Del Gobbo is a JD Candidate at Osgoode Hall Law
School and was enrolled in Osgoode’s Intellectual Property Law
The University of Toronto’s
Faculty of Architecture,

Intensive Program. As part of the program requirements,
students were asked to write a reflective blog on their internship
experience.
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Landscape Design will be
hosting a fascinating panel event
on February 6th titled Material
Evidence. This event will discuss
how our transformation into an
information society has

IP Intensive Program: A Semester at Socan

propelled the visualization of

February 5, 2014 by Fraser Turnbull

data and how those
visualizations should be used for

In ten weeks at Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers (SOCAN) I

artistic, political, and commercial

learned how to gamble on horses, how to create a shark costume out of an old

purposes. Featured speakers
include New York Times
columnist Charles Blow, the
Director of the Global Cities
Institute Patricia McCarney, and

sweater and some cardboard, the proper amount of food to eat at a Chinese
buffet (three plates, including dessert), and to always fill out the Health and
Fitness ballot (this intern won a hand-held massager!). Oh, and I also learned a
lot about practising law.

acclaimed media artist Ben
Rubin. The event is free but

Read more

attendees must RSVP before
the event via Eventbrite.

Fraser Turnbull is a JD Candidate at Osgoode Hall Law School and was enrolled
in Osgoode’s Intellectual Property Law Intensive Program. As part of the
program requirements, students were asked to write a reflective blog on their
internship experience.

No Beer and No TV Makes Judge Levy $10M fine for Simpsons,
Family Guy Streaming
February 5, 2014 by Denise Brunsdon

Who controls the British Crown? Who keeps illegal streaming down? The
Federal Court of Canada does! (May the pop-culture references commence.)
The Federal Court of Canada made international news by handing down one of
the harshest copyright sentences in its history, a fine of over $10M. The
defendant is only 23 years old.

Read more

Denise Brunsdon is an IPilogue Editor, a Western University JD/MBA Candidate,
and researcher for GRAND (Graphics, Research and New Media) Centre and
Commercialization Engine. She is glad that bad cartoon puns aren't a crime.
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